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1 Introduction

The worlds languages vary dramatically in terms of the phonotactic patterns they allow, as well as

the frequencies of different patterns they display. For instance, hypothetical *bnick is not well-formed in

English, but similar forms are valid in other languages, e.g., Moroccan Arabic bniqa ‘closet’ (Gorman, 2011).

Furthermore, lineage-specific phonotactic patterns exhibit high diachronic stability and phylogenetic signal

(Macklin-Cordes et al., 2021).

At the same time, a number of recurrent trends have been identified in large numbers of genetically

diverse languages with respect to the sound patterns they display. For instance, robust sound-meaning

correspondences, partly rooted in perceptuomotor analogies, have been detected cross-linguistically (Blasi

et al., 2016; Johansson et al., 2020). Additionally, recent work points to statistical underrepresentation of

voiced velar plosives relative to other sounds, measured according to type frequencies in word lists (Everett,

2018). Finally, a large body of research speaks to the statistical underrepresentation of consonants sharing

a place of articulation within lexical items, documented in a diverse sample of languages, a phenomenon

known as similar place avoidance.

All of the patterns mentioned above are conceivably rooted in communicative pressures; at the same

time, the mechanisms involved in their emergence and maintenance remain poorly understood. In this

paper, I investigate the factors that underlie the persistence of similar place avoidance in a large sample of

Austronesian languages using phylogenetic methods, a popular methodology imported from computational

biology for use in typology. I find that forms violating constraints on similar place avoidance (by exhibiting

identical adjacent consonants) are more likely to die out than forms adhering to such constraints. Attempts

to investigate how constraints on similar place avoidance interact with more and less frequent vocabulary

items produce more ambiguous results. I discuss the value of such tools for exploring the evolution of sound

patterns, and also discuss some limitations of the implementation used in the paper to be improved upon.

2 Similar place avoidance

Categorical and gradient constraints on similar or identical adjacent elements are documented at a

number of linguistic levels (Nevins, 2012). Repetition of formally identical elements tends to be dispreferred

within English words (e.g., *sillily, *friendlily etc.). Additionally, some languages do not allow identical case

markers to appear on adjacent words (Allen, 1984), exhibiting identical element avoidance at the sentence

level. The extent to which similarity avoidance obtains in non-human communication systems has not been

fully investigated. Analyses of pyow-hack call sequences in Putty-nosed monkeys reveal a high degree of

tolerance for adjacent identical elements (Arnold & Zuberbühler, 2012; Schlenker et al., 2016). However,

while Black-and-white Colobus monkeys can produce adjacent roars, adjacent snorts cannot occur without

intervening pauses (Schel et al., 2009).

In phonology, the statistical avoidance of adjacent consonants agreeing in place of articulation is reported

in a variety of languages from different genetic groups (Greenberg 1950; Buckley 1997; Berkley 2000; Frisch

et al. 2004; Pozdniakov & Segerer 2007; Coetzee & Pater 2008; Rácz et al. 2016; Grotberg 2022, a.o.).

This phenomenon is thought to represent a gradient instantiation of the obligatory contour principle (OCP), a

constraint against adjacent identical elements (McCarthy, 1986). The majority of the literature on this subject

is concerned with measuring the strength of avoidance constraints across different places of articulation as
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well as non-place features. The effect has been quantified in different ways, e.g., via the ratio of the number

of observed consonant pairs versus the number expected under chance (Frisch et al., 2004), log-linear models

(Wilson & Obdeyn 2009; see also Stanton & Stanton 2022), and logistic regression (Graff & Jaeger, 2009).

Constraints on co-occurrence vary across place of articulation and interact with non-place features (Coetzee

& Pater, 2008), though the nature of these interactions is debated (Wilson & Obdeyn, 2009).

Experimental literature provides support for the idea that identical consonants within words are

problematic from the perspective of processing and production. Participants in lexical decision tasks are

slower to accept words and faster to reject non-words containing identical consonants at any distance (van

de Weijer, 2005). Additionally, while repeated syllables are easier for children to produce and learn, adults

exhibit a faster speech rate for sequences of different syllables (Lancheros et al., 2020); this is all the more

interesting in that identical consonants are common in nursery words (e.g., mama, cookie, etc.).

While similar place avoidance is an uncontroversial property of human languages and is plausibly

rooted in constraints on processing and/or production, little is understood regarding the specific diachronic

mechanisms that bring about this synchronic state of affairs. A possibility is that sound change operates in

some capacity to ensure that sequences of consonants with identical place of articulation arise infrequently.

However, compendia of sound changes do not indicate that dissimilation in place of articulation, a sound

change that would directly result in similar place avoidance, is more frequent than assimilation in place of

articulation (Kümmel 2007; see also Pozdniakov & Segerer 2007); this hypothesis is also at odds with a

view of sound change as a non-teleological process that does not directly serve to bring about synchronically

optimal configurations (Bach & Harms, 1972; Ohala, 1993), though at the same time there is some evidence

that “sporadic” sound changes can operate under some circumstances, e.g., for the purpose of homophony

avoidance (Blevins & Wedel, 2009); it is therefore not inconceivable that sporadic sound change or some

sort of related process (e.g., analogical change) could serve to bring about similar place avoidance in certain

lexical items. Another view found in the literature but as yet untested empirically on a large scale hypothesizes

that words containing adjacent consonants with identical place of articulation are rare due to dynamics of

lexical usage: items containing phonotactically suboptimal patterns are unlikely to be coined or borrowed

into a language, and when present, are likely to be phased out of use (Frisch et al., 2004; Martin, 2007;

Pozdniakov & Segerer, 2007). This paper explores the diachronic factors that give rise to similar place

avoidance. I use a phylogenetic model of lexical evolution that quantifies the support for different diachronic

scenarios. Specifically, we can test the prediction that if a dispreferred phonotactic pattern arises in a lexical

item (e.g., via regular sound change), it is likely to become more marginal in its usage, losing out to potential

competitors. Additionally, we can assess whether adjacent consonants sharing a place of articulation are less

likely to arise in less marginal vocabulary items than in more marginal ones, and more likely to be lost; this

might indicate that some force other than lexical usage is responsible for mediating the patterns we observe

synchronically.

3 Phylogenetic modeling

Attempts to quantify cross-linguistic diversity encounter the need to control for genetic sources of non-

independence, a phenomenon known as Galton’s problem (Naroll, 1961). Standard approaches for dealing

with this problem include stratified sampling, limiting analyses to one language per genetic grouping (Dryer,

2000) and mixed-effects regression, controlling for historical and spatial relatedness when estimating cross-

linguistic preferences for a feature or the effect of one feature on another (Jaeger et al., 2011; Naranjo &

Becker, 2022). These approaches can be contrasted with phylogenetic models that explicitly specify the

transmission and diffusion processes thought to give rise to the diversity we observe, rather than treating

them as nuisance factors (Cathcart, 2018).

Phylogenetic methods in linguistics are taken over from computational biology, where they are used to

infer phylogenies of organisms and investigate the evolutionary dynamics of different traits or features. Many

of these models assume that discrete features evolve according to a continuous-time Markov (CTM) chain,

a stochastic process parameterized according to transition rates governing the frequency of changes between

different feature values. In linguistics, these methods have been used to infer chronologically detailed

phylogenetic representations of different language families using lexical cognacy data (Gray & Atkinson,

2003; Gray et al., 2009; Bouckaert et al., 2012; Honkola et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2015; Sagart et al.,

2019). This work involves the use of Bayesian methods which relax the assumption of uniform lexical
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replacement thought to be fatal to the enterprise of glottochronology (Bergsland & Vogt, 1962), leading to

more realistic chronologies. An equally fruitful area of research involves the application of phylogenetic

comparative methods to questions in linguistics. Given an existing phylogenetic representation of a sample

of languages, this diverse family of models facilitates hypothesis testing regarding a wide range of facets of

language change. A popular method is the Discrete model of correlated evolution (Pagel, 1994), which tests

whether a feature is more likely to arise when another feature is already present (or absent); this and related

models have been used to investigate dependencies between features in language change (Dunn et al., 2011;

Haynie & Bowern, 2016; Cathcart et al., 2020).

Phylogenetic models are not without their limitations. Under most models, change can only be modeled

between states that are attested within the language sample. Furthermore, these models’ use is generally

restricted to large, well-studied phylogenies in order to generate reliable parameter estimates (though see

Jäger & Wahle 2021, which extends these methods to small families and isolates). Standard phylogenetic

models are incapable of teasing apart genetic and areal pressures (though see Kelly & Nicholls 2017;

Neureiter et al. 2022). Additionally, some degree of simplification of feature representations is often

required for model tractability. At the same time, these methods provide a powerful means of explicitly

testing hypotheses regarding diachronic change, and can be evaluated via careful model criticism (including

comparing ancestral state reconstructions produced by the model with received wisdom from historical

linguistics).

4 Data

Phylogenetic methods provide a means of investigating the evolution of cognate lexical items over a

phylogeny, taking into account whether they are more likely to grow more marginal in usage and die out in

particular lineages if a dispreferred phonotactic pattern arises. Questions of this sort call for data sets that code

REFLEX words in related languages according to the ancestral ETYMA from which they descend regardless of

their meaning. Resources of this sort are in fact quite rare: while there exist a number of lexical databases that

provide cognacy judgments for words sharing a basic meaning (Greenhill et al., 2008; Kaiping & Klamer,

2018), there are relatively few computationally tractable databases that code cross-semantic cognacy. An

obvious reason for this discrepancy is that cognacy judgments within concept slots (e.g., asking whether

French chien and English dog are cognate) are easier for analysts with a moderate degree of expertise to carry

out quickly and can even be automated to some extent (List, 2012; Jäger, 2013; Rama, 2016), while resources

organized around etyma require considerable specialist knowledge of the languages under study as well as

the historical developments affecting them (e.g., to know that Latin crabro ‘hornet’ and Sanskrit śiras ‘head’

are cognate); even under optimal circumstances, certain etymological connections affecting obscure forms

may go undetected.

I made use of data from the Austronesian Comparative Dictionary (ACD; Blust & Trussel 2013), avail-

able via Lexibank (List et al. 2022a; data were downloaded from https://github.com/lexibank/

acd/tree/main/cldf on 4 September, 2022), which organizes words in 1019 Austronesian languages

according to the etyma in Proto-Austronesian and intermediate reconstructed languages from which they

descend. Cognacy is coded at both the root and word level; e.g., Acehnese lakòë ‘husband’, Tagalog laláke

‘man, an adult male; male, masculine’ and Malagasy laláhy ‘man (provincial)’ are all cognates at the root

level, reflecting Proto-Malayo-Polynesian *laki, but only the latter two forms are cognates at the word level,

descending from derived Proto-Western-Malayo-Polynesian *la-laki).

Transcriptions in the ACD are not normalized across languages, making it difficult to easily extract

phonological features for individual segments. For this reason, I restricted the scope of my study to pairs

of IDENTICAL CONSONANTS SEPARATED BY A SINGLE VOWEL (IC), a feature that was straightforward to

extract, with a few caveats. For example, in many cases, it is difficult to distinguish between tautosyllabic

long vowels and broken long vowels (Zuraw, 2018), so this distinction was not taken into consideration.

An issue that arose in the process of detecting identical consonants involved the way in which morpheme

boundaries are represented in the ACD. Most formulations of constraints on similar place avoidance make

reference to co-occurring consonants within uninflected simplex morphological forms, though work on

phonotactic generalizations also investigates constraints within complex forms and sentences (Martin, 2011;

Breiss & Hayes, 2020). In Austronesian languages in particular, co-occurrence rates of consonants with

identical place of articulation differ across tautomorphemic and heteromorphemic contexts, given the frequent
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occurrence of reduplication and infixation processes that create identical adjacent consonants in derived forms

(Rácz et al., 2016; Zuraw & Lu, 2009). Accordingly, models may infer different degrees of diachronic

tolerance for identical consonants, depending on whether only tautomorphemic sequences are taken into

consideration. An obstacle to considering only tautomorphemic sequences is the fact that the ACD marks

affix and infix boundaries that were active in ancestral forms but not necessarily active in the reflexes where

they are marked. As an example, the ACD gives the Aklanon word for ‘woman’ as ba-bayi on the basis of

reduplicated Proto-Austronesian *ba-bahi, even though a morpheme boundary is not marked in the source

from which the word is taken (Zorc, 1969) and the form is presumably synchronically tautomorphemic.

Coding only the presence of identical consonants within hyphen-delimited forms after stripping out infixes

runs the risk of severely under-counting tautomorphemic violations of IC avoidance. A potential solution to

this issue, not undertaken here, would be to treat hyphens in the data as representing synchronically active

morpheme boundaries in a language only if a base form exists along the putatively derived form in the same

language and the two forms are in a semantically transparent relationship. For the purposes of this paper, I

generated two data sets, one coding the occurrence of adjacent identical consonants at the MORPH level (i.e,

in hyphen-delimited environments) versus at the WORD level (i.e., in whitespace-delimited environments) in

order to see whether results hold across both data sets.

The literature described in previous sections predicts that if identical adjacent consonants arise in a

word, the word is likely to become more marginal in use. Ideally, we would use frequency as a proxy

for a word’s marginality, but word frequency values are no available for all languages in the ACD. As an

alternative, I coded forms in the ACD according to whether or not they were present in the Austronesian

Basic Vocabulary Database (ABVD; Greenhill et al. 2008), available via Lexibank (data were downloaded

from https://github.com/lexibank/abvd/raw/master/cldf on 4 September 2022). Basic

vocabulary items, e.g., those found in Swadesh lists and related taxonomies, tend to be more frequent than

non-basic items in the world’s languages (Calude & Pagel, 2011), and semantic shifts between basic and

non-basic meaning are common, e.g., Latin pellis ‘pelt, hide’ (non-basic) > French peau ‘skin’ (basic).

This distinction provides a means, albeit a coarse one, of exploring differences in the evolution of similarity

avoidance in both high-frequency and low-frequency vocabulary items that descend from the same etyma.

Phylogenetic comparative methods like the one used here require the use of a phylogenetic representation

of the languages under study. I used the phylogeny of Gray et al. (2009), which provides a dated Bayesian

tree sample for several hundred Austronesian languages.

The data processing workflow I employed was as follows: first, I used an iterative algorithm (Needleman

& Wunsch, 1970; Jäger, 2013) to align each reconstructed etymon with the portion of each corresponding

entry most likely to descend from it. The purpose of this was to minimize the risk, particularly in multi-word

expressions, of extracting the presence of identical consonants in an element not homologous with the etymon

whose evolution is being tracked. Alignment was carried out at both the word level and the morph level. For

each form, a script was used to automatically extract whether identical consonants separated by a single vowel

were present in the space-delimited word and hyphen-delimited morph aligned with the etymon ancestral to

the form. In subsequent processing steps, I retained only forms corresponding to an etymon if both presence

and absence of identical consonants were attested among the reflexes of the etymon under consideration at

either the word or morph level, as etyma lacking variation of this sort are uninformative with respect to the

diachronic dynamics of this feature. Following the detection of IC presence/absence, a script was used to

detect which forms in the data set were present in the ABVD and thus part of the basic vocabulary of the

language containing them.

To generate data sets for analyses, I retained data from 106 languages that were present in the phylogeny

of Gray et al. (2009) and were attested at least 100 times in the data set described above. The rationale here

was to use data from well-studied, thoroughly etymologized languages, since the absence of a descendant

form of an etymon in a poorly studied language may be due either to its actual absence or because its

etymology has not yet been determined by historical linguists.

In total, four data sets were generated: two data sets containing reflexes of etyma showing PRES-

ENCE/ABSENCE of IC at the word level and the morph level, and two datasets containing reflexes of etyma

attesting all possible combinations of ±IC, ±BASIC at the word and morph level. Reflexes of etyma that

were present in at least 10% of languages were retained. In the PRESENT data sets, etyma were represented

by word IDs, since the evolution of derived elements is in a sense more tangible than that of more abstract

roots; however, the BASIC data sets took root IDs to represent etyma, since there were relatively few word
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Figure 1: Joint distributions of the presence of IC and vocabulary type for BASIC-MORPH and BASIC-WORD

data sets.

IDs giving rise to all possible combinations of ±IC, ±BASIC. The number of etyma in each data set were

149 (PRESENT-WORD), 55 (PRESENT-MORPH), 138 (BASIC-WORD), and 56 (BASIC-MORPH).

A final processing step for phylogenetic analysis was to convert the data sets into likelihood matrices,

setting values attested for a given etymon in a given language to 1 and all unattested values to 0 (values

consist of {ABSENT, −IC, +IC} for the PRESENT data set, and {ABSENT, (−IC,−BASIC), (−IC,+BASIC),

(+IC,−BASIC), (+IC,+BASIC)} for the BASIC data set). Since languages often attest more than one

value for a given etymon, some languages had multiple likelihoods set to one for different etyma. It is

worth highlighting that this is a method for dealing with data ambiguity in cladistics rather than actual

polymorphism (Felsenstein, 2004).

Mosaic plots displaying the joint distributions of the presence of IC and vocabulary type for BASIC-

MORPH and BASIC-WORD data sets are found in Figure 1. I carried out mixed-effects logistic regression

analyses of the BASIC data sets using the R package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) to assess the effect of

basic/nonbasic vocabulary type on the presence of IC while controlling for group-level idiosyncrasies at the

language and etymon level via random intercepts. Global intercepts were negative and significant, indicating

an overall dispreference for IC (BASIC-MORPH: β0 = −0.7232, p < 0.001; BASIC-WORD: β0 = −1.16195,

p < 0.001); the effect of basic vocabulary on the presence of IC is negative for both data sets, indicating

that IC are less likely to be found in basic than in non-basic vocabulary, but significant in only one (BASIC-

MORPH: β = −0.1846, p = 0.138; BASIC-WORD: β = −0.53186, p < 0.001); the effect of vocabulary type

on IC presence is significant for the BASIC-MORPH data set if the random intercept by etymon ID is omitted.

5 Method

Under a CTM process, etyma undergo transitions between the state ABSENT and the various states that

cognate sets can express during their evolution. Computational biology provides a number of techniques

for modeling anatomically dependent traits such as tail color, which is relevant only if tails are present in

an organism (Maddison, 1993; Tarasov, 2019); the question of whether IC are present in a cognate lexical

item in a language is only applicable if the etymological item in question has survived into the language.

Unlike tails and other anatomical characters, once a cognate is lost in a linguistic lineage, it cannot arise

again (in the absence of philologically informed revitalization efforts for which there is little evidence prior

to the contemporary period), though it could in theory be borrowed from a geographically and genetically

proximate language.

Figure 2 provides schemata of the two CTM processes assumed in this paper for the PRESENT and BASIC

data sets. Under these models, a lexical item corresponding to an etymon in the ACD is born once, and

transitions between different states (represented by non-gray nodes) over the course of its evolution before

dying. Dotted lines represent birth events, which can happen at most once during a etymon’s history. The

state DEAD, represented by a node with a doubled boundary, is an absorbing state; once an etymon dies out, it

cannot be reborn. For the BASIC model, I assume that state transitions are incremental, and that simultaneous

changes for the features ±IC and ±BASIC do not occur. I additionally assume that basic vocabulary items do

not die out directly, but spend some time as non-basic items before falling out of use.
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Figure 2: Evolutionary models employed in this paper, represent-

ing states which an etymological lexical item can visit according to

a CTM process. Dotted lines represent transitions that can happen

maximally once in an item’s history; a doubled border around a

node indicates an absorbing state, i.e., one that cannot be exited.

Figure 3: Visualization of birth

loci on a phylogenetic tree accord-

ing to the SDC model. Births can

only occur once in a trait’s history,

and can only occur on branches

that are ancestral to all languages

where the trait is present (black

branches; gray nodes indicate lan-

guages where the trait is absent).

The Stochastic Dollo character (SDC) model (Nicholls & Gray, 2006) of character evolution enforces

a single-birth criterion (see Figure 3 for a visualization). Originally designed to model the evolution of

linguistic root-meaning traits (which code whether a particular concept belongs to some cognate class in a

given language), SDC has been shown to be inappropriate for modeling this particular data type, since root-

meaning traits can arise in parallel (Chang et al., 2015). At the same time, the SDC model may be appropriate

for representing the diachronic development of etymological items, since they cannot be reborn after dying,

except in highly exceptional situations.

Alekseyenko et al. (2008) describe a version of the SDC for multistate traits that allows death rates to

vary across states, providing an efficient way to compute a quantity proportional to the likelihood of the

model under the observed data and a phylogeny. One disadvantage of this model is that it requires the initial

state of a trait to be drawn from the stationary distribution of the CTM process characterizing its evolution in

order for the likelihood to have an analytical solution. The authors imply that an analytical solution may be

available if the initial state is assumed to have a specific value, but do not provide a formula for the likelihood

under such a scenario. If true, we could fix the initial state to follow specialist reconstructions (e.g., if a

proto-form is reconstructed with identical consonants, we could assume that the initial state of the etymon

had this pattern); an alternative to using the SDC model might assume that an etymon is born on the branch

directly ancestral to the proto-language where it is reconstructed by specialists.

Eight models were fitted in total. For each of the four data sets (PRESENT/BASIC × WORD/MORPH),

I carried out posterior inference for two models. The first of these is a hierarchical Bayesian model,

where transitions between states take place according to global transition rates that are allowed to vary in

a constrained manner across individual features (i.e., etyma in the data set) according to rate multipliers.

The second of these is a flat Bayesian model, which assumes that transitions between individual pairs of

states occur at the same rate across individual etyma. More detailed model specification and details regarding

inference can be found in the Appendix. Model comparison could ideally be used to assess whether the

hierarchical or flat model provides a better fit to each data set (Vehtari et al., 2017; Yao et al., 2017) but these

methods require a normalized likelihood, which I do not use due to the computationally intensive nature of

computing the normalization constant.

6 Results

Posterior samples of rate parameters inferred during model fitting were used to generate quantities of

interest to hypotheses regarding the evolution of IC. We can quantify whether one transition takes place

more frequently than another by taking the difference between transition rates across posterior samples and

analyzing the distribution of the differences. A difference in rates is taken to be decisive if the 95% highest

density interval (HDI) of the difference excludes zero.
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Figure 4: Posterior rate differences of interest under different variations of the PRESENT model. The top

panels show the difference between the rate at which forms with +IC die and the rate at which forms with

−IC die. Positive values indicate that forms with +IC die more frequently than those without. The bottom

panels show the difference between the gain rate and loss rate of +IC; negative values indicate that transitions

of the type +IC → −IC are more frequent than those of the type −IC → +IC. Shaded areas indicate 95%

HDIs.

Figures 4 and 5 display density curves for posterior differences of interest under different versions of the

PRESENT and BASIC models, respectively, with the 95% HDI shaded. Results for all versions of the PRESENT

model indicate that forms with IC are more likely to die out than those without, but not all versions support

the notion that IC are lost more frequently than gained. Both the flat and hierarchical BASIC-WORD models

failed to reach convergence, so I display only results from the BASIC-MORPH models, given the difficulty

of interpreting multimodal posterior distributions. This failure to converge points to model misspecification

and/or problems with the data used; a full investigation into the factors involved is outside the scope of this

paper. Results from the BASIC-MORPH models are also difficult to interpret in that the models do not agree

in their overall behavior. The flat model indicates that counter to our expectations, the death rate for the

state (+IC,−BASIC) is decisively lower than the death rate for the state (−IC,−BASIC). At the same time,

results from this model suggest that IC are gained with decisively lower frequency in basic than in non-basic

vocabulary items, which might account for their underrepresentation. However, these effects do not obtain in

the hierarchical model, suggesting that there is too much variation at the etymon level for a clear trend to be

detected.

7 Discussion and future directions

Phylogenetic models analyzing the evolution of presence/absence of IC in etymologically related cognate

sets found that forms with IC die out more frequently than forms without IC, and showed partial support for

the idea that IC are gained in general more frequently than they are lost. Phylogenetic models investigating

diachronic interactions between IC and vocabulary type provided inconclusive results. It is possible that the

basic/nonbasic distinction is too coarse a proxy for frequent vs. infrequent vocabulary items, and that it fails

to capture the dynamics of forms in different frequency bins in a meaningful manner. Barring the collection

of word frequencies for languages in a sample as large as that of the ACD, if glosses were reconciled with

the Concepticon taxonomy (List et al., 2022b), the basic/non-basic vocabulary distinction can be abandoned

in favor of a more granular metric correlated with frequency such as concept rank (Dellert & Buch, 2018).
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Figure 5: Posterior rate differences of interest under different variations of the BASIC model. Panels show,

from top to bottom, (1) the rate of moving from basic to non-basic vocabulary when IC are present versus

absent, (2) the death rate for non-basic forms with IC versus without, (3), the gain rate for IC in basic versus

non-basic vocabulary, (4) the loss rate for IC in basic versus non-basic vocabulary, and (5) the rate of moving

from non-basic to basic vocabulary when IC are present versus absent. Shaded areas indicate the 95% highest

density interval.
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PRESENT/ABSENT

+IDCC → −IDCC

−IDCC → +IDCC

+IDCC → DEAD

−IDCC → DEAD

BASIC/NON-BASIC

−BASIC, −IDCC → −BASIC, +IDCC

−BASIC, −IDCC → +BASIC, −IDCC

−BASIC, +IDCC → −BASIC, −IDCC

−BASIC, +IDCC → +BASIC, −IDCC

+BASIC, −IDCC → +BASIC, +IDCC

+BASIC, −IDCC → −BASIC, −IDCC

+BASIC, +IDCC → −BASIC, +IDCC

+BASIC, +IDCC → +BASIC, −IDCC

−BASIC, −IDCC → DEAD

−BASIC, +IDCC → DEAD

Table 1: State transitions under the different models used in this paper

This paper used an SDC model of character evolution for the data under study, under which etyma

are born and move between different states before dying. SDC constrains traits to be born only once. An

etymon should arise only once on one branch of a phylogeny, unless it enters another lineage (presumably

a geographically proximate one) due to contact. The SDC model used here did not account for the latter

possibility, and is perhaps too strict in that regard. The SDC model has other disadvantages, among them

the assumption that the initial state of an etymon, upon being born, is drawn from the stationary process

of the CTM process characterizing its evolution. It would be ideal to allow the initial state of the system

to be independent from the CTM process under which the system changes, as this could help to address

questions as to whether etyma are more likely to be born without IC than with. Of course, if we assume

that specialist reconstructions are correct (and there is no good reason not to), we can simply calculate this

probability by observing reconstructions; at the same time, sophisticated hierarchical models may allow us

to make inferences regarding unascertained etyma that have never been observed.

An issue not fully unpacked in this paper concerns the way in which we should interpret gains and losses

of IC under a phylogenetic model. A number of developments, including regular sound change, analogical

change, and derivational processes can serve to bring about or remove IDCC in a form. The model used here

is not an explicit model of sound change (Hruschka et al., 2013; Bouchard-Côté et al., 2013; Jäger, 2019), but

is simply sensitive to the presence of a pattern in a cognate set (cf. Blasi et al., 2019). The fact that IC may

arise and disappear at different rates across different vocabulary types does not necessarily point to irregular

sound change, but may simply be a coincidence. Though difficult to implement, a more explicit model of

sound change might be able to tell us, for example, whether some putatively regular sound change would be

blocked if it were to give rise to IC in a frequent form.

Phylogenetic models are particularly good at modeling lexical history, and have generated phylogenies

dovetailing with received wisdom on the basis of models of lexical character evolution. Though some

refinement is needed, approaches of this sort can potentially shed light on multiple aspects of the diachrony

of phonotactic constraints.

Appendix

State transitions allowed under the PRESENT/ABSENT and BASIC/NON-BASIC models are given in Table

1. For each model, let R denote the number of transition types and D the number of etyma in the data sets

used. For the hierarchical version of each model, I set the transition rate for each state transition type for each

etymon τd,r : r ∈ {1, ..., R}, d ∈ {1, ..., D} for each etymon to be equal to ρrσd,r. The parameter ρr is a

global transition rate, while σd,r is an etymon-level rate multiplier. We place the priors Gamma(α, α) and

Gamma(βd, βd) over ρr and σd,r respectively, whereα, βd : d ∈ {1, ..., D} ∼ Exp(1.5) are hyperparameters.

I use the shape-rate parameterization of the gamma distribution; all of the gamma priors used here have a

mean of 1, but the dispersion of the distribution varies according to different hyperparameter values. This
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allows transition rates to deviate in a restricted manner across etyma from the global rates, allowing us to

make inferences regarding global dynamics of change on the basis of the global rates. For the flat models,

τd,r = ρr.

Alekseyenko et al. (2008) derive a quantity proportional to the likelihood of observations under a

multistate SDC model, allowing us to infer posterior distributions for each model’s rate parameters. Data

were processed using the R packages phytools (version 0.6-99, Revell 2012) and phangorn (version 2.5.5,

Schliep et al. 2017). Models were fitted using a maximum clade credibility tree of the Gray et al.

(2009) tree sample. Model fitting was carried out using RStan (version 2.26.13, Carpenter et al. 2017).

Model convergence was assessed via the potential scale reduction factor (Gelman & Rubin, 1992), with

values under 1.1 taken to indicate convergence. All code and data used in this paper can be found at

https://github.com/chundrac/amp-2022-proc.
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